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IntTOduetlon
Thitt surrey of the Earre Elementary School System was undertaken: to
make a detailed study of buildings and contents to ascertain what Improre* 
meats should be made to better idie physical plant; to find out how the 
staff is doing the job of educating the boys and girls of the comounity; 
and to examine the finances of the district.
The writer has had charge of the schools of Havre since 1929. During 
that time there have been many iŝ xrovements» both in the physical plant 
and in the system of financing the school program. The improvements have 
been added as the needs arose; it was felt a system of Improving should be 
based on a long-time plan, rather than as the occasion demanded. The 
superintendent of schools is supposed to know all of the details concern­
ing the school plant| how efficiently |t is operated, and what will be 
needed for the future growth. The superintendent should know about the 
work of the teachers so as to determine whether or not the children are 
making satisfactory progress in school.
In order to answer these questions and in order to base the answers 
on facts, this survey was undertaken. In addition to the Superintendent, 
the other mmnbera of the survey staff were the School Clerk and the Jauai- 
tors of the various buildings. In his book, "The Technique of Research 
in Education", Crawford lists the following steps common to all surveys.̂
1. Crawford, Claude, 0., "The Technique of Research in Education". The 
University of Southern California, 1928.
2.
1# S#Xlliig the surrey pro jest to the eofinnmlty»
2* FlUttBOing the surrey»
0. Organizing the surrey staff.
4. Gaining local cooperation.
6. Securing needed information.
6. Comparing with other schools.
7. Forming judgment and making recommendations.
6. Reporting the results.
The superintendent of schools is the expert adriaer to the school 
board and comiunity* Any improrement or change in affairs of the school 
growing out of the community need ia first investigated by the superin­
tendent é %e report la presented to the board for action. All matters 
of Improvements are discussed with local Parent Teachers Associations g 
Civic Clubs, and teachers. The press is used to inform the public *
The people of the comsamity of Havre take a great deal of interest 
in the work of the schools. They have a friendly attitude toward the 
administrât ion and work of the teachers, ihe voters of the district have 
elected a high type of citizen to the board of Education. The writer is 
Indeed grateful for the klhdly suggestions and financial aid furnished 
In conducting this survey.
Most school surveys are conducted by outside experts with the co­
operation of the local authorities and teaching staff. This method en­
tails the expenditure of considerable amounts of iDoney which was not 
Justified at this time. The survey was undertaken with the help of the 
teaoliers, supervisors, and staff. The work of individual teachers was 
not investigated, but the school as a whole was surveyed.
Information was secured from actual observation, legal documents.
superintendents* annual reports, records of the county treasurer, minutes 
of the board, and school records. The progress of the school was ascer­
tained and measured through standard tests such as the Metropolitan
3,
Aohlevement̂  KWilmaa^Aa&erson Intelligenoe, and Stone and Grover, **cXasi 
floatlon Tests for Beginners In Reading»** Strayer-Englehardt score osri 
were used to rate the buildings» It was the purpose of this survey to i 
the facts, interpret them, and make construct ire proposals for their im­
provement.
The survey deals with the Elementary Schools of Havre» It includes 
only facts and information found In work of grades one to eight»
The writer wishes to thank the corps of teachers for their help and 
cooperation» Without it tiie survey would not have been possible except 
for outside assistance» Special acknowledgments are due to Dean Freemai 
Daughters, Dr# Lewis Tidball, Dr» Walter H* Anes, and Superintendent Irt 
Fee for their valuable suggestions»
Havre looked like this in 1898
From an airplane Havre looks like this today
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OHAFEBE II
The Aâmlnletratloii Of Schools In Havre ̂ Montana
This chapter an& the rest of the survey deals with the elementary 
schools* The high school report Is under separate treatment.
The Hhvre School District No. 16, having a population of 7500, is 
classed hy the state as a second-class district* This means that the 
schools of this district are free within the limits defined by the state 
to have their policies established and administered by a local board of 
education and superintendents of schools* %e state lav provides that 
lAen a district has reached a population of 1000 or over and under 6000 
it is known as a second-class district* Section 1021— *School laws of 
Montana;
"All districts having a population of eight thousand or more, are 
and hereafter shall be, districts of first class* All districts having 
a population of oẑ  thousand or more and less them el^t thousand, are 
and hereafter shall be districts of second class, and all districts hav­
ing a population of less than one thousand are and hereafter shall be, 
districts of the third class* In districts of the first class the number 
of trustees shall be seven; in districts of the second class the number
of trustees shall be five, and in districts of the third class the number
of trustees shall be three."
The present board of education is composed of five members elected at 
large for a period of three years. Their terms expire so that no more 
than two trustees are elected each year. The board has a president, vice- 
president, and a clerk. The board members receive no salary*
School District No* 16 employs a superintendent of schools, and makes 
hjm the chief executive officer of the board of education* Â full-time
clerk is eggxloyed under the direct supervision of the superintendent of 
schools* Hie salary is $1800 a year*
6#
A% the preeent tim# the fleaftolal rooorde &M eorreapondetioe of the 
hoard ere kept in the ettperlntexdenth offlee. Thie eonfome to the heet 
eftuoetionel praotleee#
there are m  etending eonailtteee on the hoard* the board eoneidere 
all polloiw ae a ooemlttee of the «hole and does not delegate any re. 
eponelhlXlty to a%y member or group of memhere#
Jh0 elerk le empleyed on full-time hosle and aeta under the euper. 
intendant of eehoole ae clerk» truant officer» eeneue enwaerator» and hae 
eharge of all flnanee» Internally and anternally# He le honded to iweteet 
the dietriet#
Preeent Mminlstratire Organisation of 
School Metrlct Ho* 16
VOTERS
BOARD OF EDUCATIOiTI
SUFERIKTEî'TDEM'
[ FRINCIFAI3
TEACHERS JANITORS
SPECIAL
TEACHERS
PUPILS
this eyetCR of adminletratlon conforme to the beet practlcee* It makee 
the euperlntendent the executive officer of the board of education. hae 
direct control of work» of health» eeneue» attendance» and principale.
7é
Th# Proper Pimetione of the Board of Sduoation.
Aa public education has developed in the United States, theories of 
administration have become more elearly defined. It Is recognized by stu­
dents of school administration that the greatest efficiency results shen 
the duties of the Superintendent of Schools and the Board of Education are 
clearly differentiated. Board members cannot be expected to work out a 
budget, plan school buildings, classify pupils, or select and supervise 
teachers. Board members are elected by the people to safeguard and further 
the educational interest of the cosBsunity, and to this end are held re­
sponsible, The board should be a legislative body. They determine the 
policies of school systems.
Among the primary responsibilities of boards of educations as given 
by Thai sen are the following i
1. Select the chief executive officer and support him in the discharge 
of his duties,
2. Pass upon the annual budget for maintenance prepared by the chief 
executive and his assistants,
3. Debate and pass upon the recom&endatlons of the chief executive for 
additional capital outlays— buildings, sites, and Improvements— and determine 
the means of financing such outlays, as by bond or loans,
4, Advise with the chief executive, affording a group judgment, on his 
recosaaendatlon for extensions or readjustments of the scope of educational 
activities.
5, Appoint, upon the nomination and reccesnendation of the chief ex­
ecutive, teachers, principals, and supervisors*
6, Determine, after consideration and discussion with the chief ex­
ecutive, the schedule of salaries,
7* Require and consider report of the business transacted or pending, 
and of the financial status of the system*
8, Require and discuss report of the chief executive concerning pro­
gress of the schools— in terms of the achlevenent of the pupils, teachers, 
and supervisors,
9, Adopt, upon consultation with the chief executive, a set of by-laws 
or rules for the governmmt of the school system: that is, designate au­
thority of executive and adiriinistrative officers, and duties to be performed 
by the board or its eomaittees*
2* Bolton, Cole, Jessup, "The Beginning Superintendent”. The Muciailan 
Company, 1937, pp* 104 and 105.
8,
10# Pag# upon architect*# plans, approved by the câiief executive 
and hi# a##l#tant#, for building# that haVe been authorised#
11# Represent need# of the school# before city authorities or the 
legislature#
12* Approve the list of bills for expenditures previously authorized 
and approved by executive officers#
13# Consider reeosimendation of executive officers on legal matters, 
decide steps to be taken in such matters as suits to quiet title and con­
demnation proceedings#
14, Approve textbook# selected by the chief executive and approve 
courses of study recommended by him#
15# Represent needs of the schools before the public through such 
media as the press and the platform#
16# Serve as laymen, ready— even after retiring from the board— to 
champion school needs and to further public support of the schools as 
others champion good streets and parks#
17; Act as a court of final appeal for teachers, supervisors, and 
patrons, in eases that the superintendent has not been able to dispose of 
or that may be appealed from his decision#
18# Hear ccnmnunl oat ions, written or ora) . from citizens or organi­
zations on matters of administration or policy#.
19# Visit the schools to observe and investigate the efficiency of 
instruction#
20# Acquaint themselves with school needs and policies through study 
of superintendents* reports#
21# Interpret needs of community to superintendent so that he may 
better translate these needs into an educational policy#
22# Preserve the Interest of the oosBmmity as the paramount object 
of the school system#
9.
Th« school hoard holds its rogulsr meeting on the second Monday in the 
month at 7:30* It is held in the office of the superintendent of schools.
A majority of the entire hoard constitutes a quorum, and a majority of vot­
ing quorum decides a question. The meetings are open to the public, but 
only a very few people avail themselves of the privilege of attending them. 
As far as the minutes go they show very few rules and regulations that have 
been adopted by the board of education. The superintendent attends each 
meeting, and for t he most part gives his report to the board in writing. It 
is the duty of the superintendent to keep the board thoroughly cognizant of 
the activities of the school and progress which is being made.
Quotations from minutes of the board will show the practice usually 
followed in carrying on its business.
Mr. Dunning proposed the following resolution and moved its adoption:
♦•VïHEHEAS, Mr. W. J. Shirley, the Superintendent of the District, has 
submitted his recommendations as to teachers to be employed for the school 
term 1937-36, together with recommendations as to salaries to be paid to 
each teacher, his recommandât ions having been fully discussed and considered 
by the Board;
*̂ AMD ïi'HSREAS, a form of teacher*s contract has been submitted, con­
sidered and approved by the Board.
”BB IT TGERBFOHS HESOLTED, that the following named teachers be employed 
for ithe school term of 1937-36 at the salaries set opposite their respective 
names, and the chairman and the clerk of the Board are hereby authorized and 
instructed to prepare and execute on behalf of the Board and to present each 
of said teachers, contracts for their employment for said school term, at 
said respective salaries, such contracts to specify particularly that the 
teacher is to receive only that proportionate part of his salary which the 
days actually taught by him during the school texm bears to one hundred 
eighty (180) teaching days, and such contracts to be in the forms heretofore 
approved hy the Board, to-wlt:
Hams of teacher Salary for 1937-38
(list of teachers and salaries attached)
The motion was seconded by Mrs. Hartlaod, and upon roll call it was found 
that the resolution received the affirmative vote of each of the members of 
the Board, and the resolution was declared to be carried.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
Ear old E. Meiseger 
Olerk
10.
Ce&miB and Atteadaaae
The «fork of the attendasee officer le carried on by the clerk under 
superrlelon of the euperlntesdent • A permanent continuing eyetem is em­
ployed* A record of all of the children from birth to maximum age Is 
kept* A complete list of the children «ftio should be in school is furnished 
the superintendent an well as the number of children under school age. This 
information aids in determining future needs. Once a year a house-to-house 
canvass is made* This «fork is very important because school revenue is 
based upon census of all children from six to twenty-one. A table showing 
census figures and growth will be given In the next chapter.
Health Service
Health service in Havre schools has taken a forward step In looking 
after the «felfare of the children. A full-time public health nurse was 
employed for the first time in the fall of 1936. The work of the school 
nurse will be explained later in another chapter. A full-time physical 
education director is employed who gives half tizae to the elmaentary 
schools* This work has helped to make the student and parents health- 
conscious. When finances justify, It is recomended that the health work 
be strengthened by employing a part-time dentist. The health of the com­
munity is under the direction of a city health officer «Ao cooperates with 
the health nurse and physical director*
11.
The administra'+'ion offioes for the elementary'- schools are 
located in this hirh school building
This gymnasium makes an excellent place in vhiich to liold ^he 
all-school physical education exhibitions
12,CHAPTSR III 
Business Admlnletretlon 
Aseordlng to Bngelhardt the effloient school business adninistpatlon is 
eoneeraed chiefly with the following problems,̂
1# Preparing a continuously developing budget based on unit costs which 
takes advantage of every opportunity to further educational progress in the 
light of policies laid down by the Board, and which shows simply and clearly 
the relation of school costs to anticipated inocsae and what may be expected 
from future expenditures.
8. Safeguarding the funds and property of the schools so that no part of 
either can be diverted by human action or freak of fate from fulfilling Its 
proper function.
5. Developing a businesslike system of accounting and records which will 
permit full knowledge of the financial standing of the school system to be 
easily discovered at any time, and which will assist in preparing the publicity 
campaign relative to th@ necessity and wisdom of expenditures.
4. Setting up a building program covering anticipated needs over a consid­
erable future period and justifying the financial support required to achieve 
the projected end.
5. Formulating standards for the construction, maintenance, operation, equip#» 
ment, and supply of a plant ?shich will allow efficient and economical continu­
ance of the school program.
6. Complying with all legal requirements and contractual agreements In 
every action of the board*
7. Beportlng on al^ financial affairs of the schools In such clear cut 
terms that the personnel, the patrons, and the press are conversant with items 
of income and expenditure and the reasons for the status of both.
The Board of Education of Havre has endeavored to maintain high standards 
and has reached an enviable level in securing the attainment of the purpose out­
lined. The trend In Havre is toward integration of the affairs of business and 
education in the interest of the child.
The funds School District Np. 16 are audited b the County Treasurer 
each month. A financial statement is furnished to the superintendent and board 
each month showing balances on budget, ^e elementary and high school budget 
are kept separate* To provide a well-balanced program, the annual budget is 
made by the superintendent after a careful study of the educational
3* Sagelhardt, Free Public School Organization and Administration. Ginn & 
Company, 1931, Chapter 19, ''Financial Support".
13.
needs. This is done by realizing that budgetary control Is cyclic, and is 
impossible without considering past performance, present conditions, and 
future possibilities* Gon̂ ^̂ arlsons are mde between the present budget 
appropriations and expenditures of the previous year* Increases are ex̂  
plained* It is open to the public but during the time of the present super* 
intendant there has been no protest*
%e school clerk is also treasurer of all school funds* Most of these 
funds are derived from proceeds of athletics, entertainments, fines* Bach 
account is accurately kept and dispersed by authority of the sponsor* All 
money is kept in the two banks in the city# The clerk is bonded to protect 
the school*
Payroll Procedures 
The records for time spent in Urn services of the school system are 
available in the office of the superintendent for all employees, including 
teachers, supervisors, janitors, clerks. Bach month the î ayroll is made out 
by the dark, certified by the superintendent, and approved by the board 
before warrants are drawn. This system applies to all bills for supplies.
In this way a cheek is made for every action of the Board. The teachers are 
paid on a twelve*months basis. At the close of school the teacher receives 
a warrant for June, July, and August.
Supply Management
All the supplies which are used in the Havre schools are purchased on 
bids sent out to various supply houses. The supplies are kept in a central
store room and requisitions from the stock are made by the principal of each 
building. A new system has been recently inaugurated to keep a check on the
14.
amount of suppliai usad ty aaeh Wilding. Tha supplies are under the super­
vision of the elerk. When teaehers wish supplies they make out a requisition 
which is cheeked hy their principal and suparintendent. The supplies are 
delivered each week.
Textbooks
Textbooks for the schools, selected by the teacher and superintendent, 
are purchased by the district and furnished free to all school children* The 
State of Montana has a State Textbook Commission which approves the list of 
texts used in the elementary schools in the state. Library books for each 
building are handled in the same way as texts, except they are purchased 
each year on bids. Each building is allowed provision in their budget for 
textbooks and library books according to the nimiber of students enrolled*
Janitorial Service
The janitorial service of the Havre Schools in the elementary buildings 
is not up to standard. Janitors are usually selected on the basis of friend­
ship and not on the basis of efficiency. The school board has undertaken to 
remedy this by replacing three of the janitors. It is hoped that men be 
secured who will be able to keep their building in a visry sanitary condition 
and will be able to do many of the necessary repairs. If this is done con­
siderable money can be saved and the buildings kept in better repair.
Each year during the summer months the buildings are thoroughly cleaned, 
repaired, and put in first-class condition.
Office ManageaiBent
The office of the Superintendent is located on the first floor of the 
high sdhool building. Adjoining this office a class room has been made into
15.
a business office. Thle aoornxxmodateB the Ei^ School Principal, the School 
Olerk and the Secretary to the Superintendent. Board meetings are held in 
this room# The Superintendent and Principal share the same room for consul­
tations with teachers, students and parents#
Records are kept in a steel safe which ia not fire-proof# R6 .vault is 
available# Money and valuables are kept in an iron safe#
The typewritten minutes are kept in a loose-leaf 8^ by 14 book.
16.
I
I
The Hill Coimty Court House where the County Commissioners
decide on the budget
1
1
There is an exceptionally fine cliildren’s room in the 
Havre Public Library
17.
CHÂPTBS IT 
Tlnanûlng the Schools
The schools of Havre like schools In most new western towns show a very 
rapid growth in enrollment. The enrollment has increased more rapidly than 
valuation of property* This makes a continuous struggle in the financing of 
education* The district had to assura© an enormous debt by floating bonds on 
a long term plan, so tax levies were high in comparison to other conmanlties 
where conditions are more stable*
Table 1 gives an estimate of the growth of population* This shows an 
approximate growth of 1000 population for every tea years* The population 
In 1910 was 3624 and 1936 It is approximately 7500* The table shows that by 
1946 it will be 8500 idiieh will make it a district of the first class*
TABLE I 
Growth of the City of Havre
Year Population School Census
1910 3624 1100 (app.)
1920 5429 1684
1930 6372 2235
1936 7500 (app.) 2864
1946 8900 (app.) 3500 (app.)
The assessed valuation of District No. 16 shows a ^adual rise from 1912̂  
with a valuation of $1,852,292, to 1918, when it reached $3,408,652. During 
the years of 1920 and 1924 it decreased due to a period of dry weather. It 
was during this time that e large number of registered warrants accumulated*
%ls was remedied bonding the district of $78,000* Since they did not 
anticipate a decrease in revenue they did not cut expenses to meet the Income.
IE
Ooaaâltlona Improved gradually until the depression hit in 1933. Tbs
no
expenses were out so that/registered warrant indebtneas oeeurred. The ra 
nation has increased slightly since that time, and it Is estimated for 19 
to be #,aoo,ooo.
TABLE II
Assessed Valuation of District Ho. 16
Year Valuation Year Valuation
1912 #1;852,292 1924 #2,718,848
1913 1,989,437 1925 2,769,456
1914 2,048,101 1926 2,804,725
1915 2,279,270 1927 2,846,402
1916 1,932,561 1928 2,915,577
1917 3̂ 026,272 1929 3,223,906
1918 2,458,652 1930 3,413,039
1919 2,248,875 1931 3,420,618
1920 3,057,289 1932 3,125,053
1921 2,909,162 1933 2,977,057
1922 2,899,442 1934 2,980,789
1923 2,909,870 1935 3,017,309
TABUS HI 
Valuation of School District Bo. 16
1929-1930 1930-1931 1931-1932 1932-1933 1933-1934 1934-1935 1935-1936
1. Fall & True 
Ved. of Real 
Sfit. & Pars. 
Property 9.252.548 9.662.864 9.540.049 8.657.554. 8.313.731 8.393.342 8.570.132
2. R.B. & Other
Util, assessed
by State Board 1.468.682 1.645.606 1.272.598 1.609.885 1.493.304 2.420.176 1.421.336
3. TOTAL— Sum of 
1 & 2 10.721.230 11.306.470 11.267.647 .10̂ 267̂ 53? 9.797.035 10.813.518 9.991.448 ______
4. Tax. Val. of 
Real Est. & 
Pers. Prop. 2.645.408 2.771.801 2.742.717 2.493.014 2.392.531 2.423.423 2.463.262
5. Tax. Val. of 
R.R. & Other 
Utilities 578.498 651.648 677.906 632.039 584.526 457.366 554.047
6. TOTAL— Sum of 
4 & 5 3.223.906 3.423.449 3.420.623 3.125.053 2.977.057 2.980.789 3.017.309
<0
TAXABLE VALUATION PER CHILD IN ATTEN­
DANCE IN HAVRE AND OTHER CITIES COM­
PARABLE IN POPULATION IN MONTANA.
1934-35
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EXPENDITURES FOR SCHOOLS PER PUPIL IN 
ATTENDANCE IN HAVRE AND OTHER CITIES 
COMPARABLE IN POPULATION IN MONTANA.
1934-35
a: 100
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Harre*» Ability to yinaDce the Present Program
A oommnlty may be expected to support its schools in proportion to its 
ability. Harre^s ability may be judged by Table No. 4 shoeing assessed valu­
ation per average daily attendance. This shows Havre ranks 11 in 14 schools 
In Montana. It has an assessed valuation of $3,115. Table no. 6 shows that 
expenditures per pupil in average daily attendance far the school year 1934- 
35 was 53 dollars. Again Havre ranks 11 in comparison with 14 schools in Mon­
tana. The district levy has been reduced from 22 mills in 1933 to 15 mills in 
1935-35. This has resulted in a saving to the taxpayers. The reduction cane 
about in the reduction of Interest in bonded indebtedness.
In order to get a picture of the finances of school district No. 15, there 
are several tables showing Income and expense, budgets, bond indebtedness. 
Previous to 1931, both the income and expenses for the high school and elemen­
tary schools were listed together. Since the high school budget law was 
passed, the high school budget has been entirely separate from the elementary. 
%e total expense of running the schools has increased slightly with the in­
creased enrollment, but the income has been reduced on account of the lower 
valuation of the property. School District No. 16 has weathered the depression 
excellently. The expenses were kept below the income; and, as a result, the 
district has been on a cash basis for several years*
-CABLE 17 
Elementary
RECEIPTS:
State Apportionraettt #15,555*07
County *» (Deo.) 27,127.30
« " (June) 10,194.94
District Taxeŝ l̂Q mills 34,607.58
Other 4,585.55
Total receipts, 1955-36 $92,068.44
Cash on hand, June 30, 1955 8.965.46
$101,035.90
sxiTOJiTgRBg:
Warrants 69,857.18
Transfer to bldg. fund 10,000.00
Interest 282.80 80.139.98
Balance In Treasurer's Office— June 30,1936 20,693.92
Warrants Outstanding 4.186.68
Excess of income over expeMltures— 1935-1936 16,707.29
Bonded Indebtedness 
The bonded indebtedness of School District Ho. 16 has been hi^ for a 
number of years, due principally to the fact that, for a number of years no 
plan has been provided for retiring the bonds annusilly. Some Issues were 
allowed to run their full limit, imking the interest equal to the bond. This 
has now been taken care of with the refunding of $75,000. All bonds are now 
of the serial type; they will be paid off in 1946, when the district will be 
entirely out of debt.
In order to understand the bond situation a confie te account of all bonds 
issued by the district since the first issue with the amount of interest paid, 
is given. A table showing the present indebtedness and how it will be taken 
care of each year.
24
The bonded indebtednese hae been reduced from $278*000 to $134*000 
In the laet six years, Hezt year it will be $122*000. Also the lery of 
5 mills for the sinking fund-«>tbe Xoeeat levy for 20 years.
T
S^ool jeer Bonded debt each year
Sehedule of Paymeaits for Sinking Fund
Principal Interest due 
due each year each year
Am)unt needed in sinking 
fund t&T each year
1936-1937 137,000 14,500 5,645 20,145
1937-X938 122,500 14,500 5,027.50 19,527.50
1938-1939 108,000 14,%0 4,410 18,910
1939-1940 93,500 14,500 3,792.50 18,292.50
1940-1941 79,000 14,5CK) 3,175 17,675
1941-1942 64,500 13,500 2,557.50 16,057.50
1942-1943 51,000 10,500 1,995 12,495
1943-1944 40,500 10,500 1,597.50 12,097.50
1944-1945 30,000 10,500 1,200 11,700
1945-1946 19,500 10,500 802.50 11,302
1946-1947 9,000 3,000 405 3,405
1947-1948 6,000 3,000 270 3,270
1948-1949 3,000 3,000 135 3,135
TâBLS 71
BoMeâ Xndsbted^cm ot School District Bo* 16
FQBH^ à m m IKTÊRBSTRATE
DA.Œ OP 
ISSUE DATE DUE DATSRETIRED
IBTBR^
PAID
Cc»̂ letion ot new school bldg. #5.0<K> 6$ May 1894 Hay 1914 Feb, 1914 $ 4.350
Old East side building 10 .cm 4.5 SepU903 Sept.1923 July 1983 4,040
High School building 16.000 4.6 Hay 1908 m y  1928 Jan. 1926 10.350
Purchase of lot & school hldg. 23.000 5 July 1912 July 1932 Dec. 1927 17,250
High school building 13,000 5 May 1914 May 1934 June 1933 12,350
High School bldg. & furnishing 8.000 5 June 1917 June 1937 Dec. 1931 5,600
High school bldg. k furnishing 23.000 5.5 Boy. 1917 Hot. 1937 Hot. 1929 14,547
School building (1̂ 5,000) 75.000 5
50,000 6 Jan. 1980 Jan. 1940 Jan. 1932 92,590
Refunding warrants 78.000 6 July 1921 July 1941 July 1936 35̂ 820
Totals of retired issues $300.000 $197,896
Issues that have not been re­
tired up to January 1. 1937
IB25REST 
PAID 
TO DATE
Refunding bonds (23.000 unpaid) 42.000 5.5 Jan. 1923 Jan. 1943 $ 29,177.50
Building k remodeling high 
school (36.000 unpaid) 60,000 4è5 July 1928 July 1948 18,630
Refunding school bonds 75.000 3.5 Jan. 1936 Jan. 1946 2.625
Total of bonds not retired $177.000 <«48.330 s
TABLg VII 
Sote&ttle of BoM Retirement
27.
School jeer
48.000 Issuê 5 ^  60.000 Iggge. 4?4
PRINCIPAL— IEPÏKKE3T HIINCIPAL— INTEREST 
(retired each year) (retired each year) 
4*000 3*000
75.000 laaue. 3W 
PRINCIPAL— INTEREST 
(retired each year) 
7,500
1936-1937 83*000 1,265 39,000 1,755 75,000 2,685
1937-1938 19,000 1,045 36,000 1,620 67,500 2,362.50
1938-1939 15,000 885 33,000 1,485 60,000 2,100
1939-1940 11,000 605 30,000 1,350 52,500 1,837.50
1940-1941 7,000 385 87,000 1,215 45,000 1,675
1941-1948 3,000 165 84,000 1,060 37,500 1,312.50
1942-1943 21,000 945 30,000 1,050
1943-1944 18,000 810 22,500 787.50
1944-1945 15,000 675 15,000 585
1945-1946 12,000 540 7,600 268.50
1946-1947 9,000 405
1947-1948 6,000 270
1948-1949 3,000 136
28.
Xnstiraiice
All property In School District No. 16 Is fully covered with fire in­
surance. Gas explosion insurance is also carried only on buildings using 
gas; safe insurancê  too, is carried. Considerable saving has been effected 
by having all policies written on the five-year basis, with the exception of 
the new Junior High School, where policies were written for one, two, three, 
four, and five years, so as to make the amount of insurance expiring each 
year equal in amount. All policies expire in Dececiber, and with equal 
amounts each year. %is makes it easier to plan the budget. All fire poli­
cies carry the 90% co-insurance clause*
The following table shows how much co-insuiranoe Is carried; value of 
buildings and contents; and the dates of expiration of the different policies.
The fire insurance preaoium each year will be #470.94. The premium of 
the gas explosion will be #50.03 a year. The fire insurance premium has de­
creased this year, not withstanding the fact that the valuation of the build­
ings has increased #50,000 fOr the new Junior High School. The rate has been 
reduced fr<nn nineteen cents to fifteen cents on a one-year term, and from 96 
cents to 75 cents for a five-year term in the î aet two years. This represents 
a considerable saving to the taxpayers.
29.
TABUS YIII 
INSDRANGE
Proeent Valuation of Buildings and Contents-̂ D̂istrict Ko. 16
paomTsr
HIOH SCHOOL #125*600 $20*150
DEVLIK SGBOOL 29*700 4,100
LINCOLN SCHOOL 12*000 1*600
MCKINLEV SCHOOL 6*740 1,900
WASHXROTOK SCHOOL 19*150 2,000
SOIMT-SIDE SCHOOL 6*000 1*300
(mmsiuM 53*000 2*100
(OLD SOKKY-SLDE) BLDG. 1,200 2,300
IfiANUAL TRAIKIKO 4*000 450
HEW JDKIOR HIGH SCHOOL 50.000 6.000
Total Value of Buildings 307*390 
Total Value of Property Contents 
Total Value of All Property
40,900
348*290
90% COVERAGE ON FIEE AM) GAS EXPLOSION INSÜïL̂ KCS
EXFIILiTION DATS DDE
GAS EXPLOSION FIRE
December 21* 1937 62*792 62,792
December 21* 1936 62*792 62*792
December 21* 1939 62*792 62*792
December 21* 1940 62,792 62,792
December 21* 1941 62.792 62.792
Total Gas Explosion
Total Pire Insurance 
Due Each Tear 
Five Tear Rate
313,960
50.03
.065
313,960
470.94
.75
30,
Hew Building Construotlon
The building of a new Junior High School aided greatly in relieying the 
crowded condition of elementary adhools* %ie building wae oonatrueted from 
fonda aayed out of the budget and eorplua general funds accumulated by pay­
ment of back taxes, A FWA grant was given to aid the district. This build­
ing was finished in August, 1936 in time for the opening of school. Table 
no, VIII a shows the cost of this building. This building la entirely paid 
for, which adds materially to the assets of the school district,
TABIX Villa
The Hew Junior Hi#i School Building 
Havre, Montana
COIîSTOjQTIOHî
Preliminary, $826,00
General Construction , , , , , , , , ,  33,404,75 
Plumbing and Heating 11,640,50
Johnson Service , . 1,667,00
Boiler , , . , , , , • • ,     . 1,100,00
Architecture ,« *• 3,951,74
Total Construction Cost $73,227,99
Lookers 1,457,98
Auditorium Seats, , * , , , , , .  ....... 1,451,52
Stage Curtain 105,00
Tablet Arm Chairs 648,95
Manual Training Benches . 383,00
Duplicator , , 56,40
Light Fixtures 1,065,00
Lamps for Fixtures 153,23
Master Clock System 503,58
Piano fd# Auditorium, 275,00
Venetian Blinds 147.27
Manual Training Btiulisnent , , , , , * • • « •  230,00
Glass Room Shades 124,00
Additional Looker Room Fixtures 141,81
Total Cost of Kquipîaent $ 6.947,54
TOTAL COST OF HJIIDING . . . ,  ............ 80,175,53
GOVERNMKHT GRANT —-----— — $28,526,00
DISTRICT FtJHDS— — — — ——  51,649,53
TABI3E H
Coet Distribution of Current Expense 
Havre Elementary Schools 
1935-1936
31.
TOTAL COSTS % COSTS PER 
PUPIL (HilVHE)
i COST v m  
PUPIL 
(NATIONAL MSDIAK)
1. general Control $ 1,322.23 1.73̂ 4.9^
2. Instruction 47,638.15 64.3 72.8
3. Operation of School 7,000.66 9.4 13.5
flSSLt
4. Maintenance of School 819.33 1.1 3.8
Plant
5, Fixed Charges 825.45 1.1 1.2
6* Capital Outlay 14,984.19 20.2 2.2
7. Auxiliary Agencies 1.453.80 2.2 1.6
Totals 174,043.81 100.00 100.00
For practical purposes in making a budget and for the guidance of the 
school board, it is of iaix>rtance to know the cost per pupil of each of the 
different departments of the budgets.
This is the modern Junior High School building of which Havre
may be proud.
■ I  u i m H I
S E E  S Mi
The Gunnyside School is one of the newer buildings in the system,
7ABLS X
<X>MPARISOH OF im COST OF OPERATIOK Fmm 1929 to 1936-3?
19^-30 1930-31 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34 1934-^ 1935-36
Enrollment 1519 1491 1481 1553 1513 1647 1741
Census 2184 2233 2119 2076 2105 2455 2506
Teacher— H« 3* and 
Elementary 49 52 53 49 44 53 55
Cost of operation—  
H*S* & m^entary 114,376 108,890 105,579 91,350 81,076 92,564 118,000
Cost per pupil—  
H*S* & Eleaentary
83*58 80*43 71*æ 61*26 53 *59 56*&) 68.00
Total bonded debt* 281,000 258,000 236,000 196,000 187,000 162,000 137,000
Surplus end of 
school year -26,220 
(in rad)
-19,632 
(in red)
2,606.40 3,530.70 23,626.71 18,629*37 
(Bldg* $25,000)
59,731.91
In 1933 the school district voted to take #25̂ 000 out of the budget for building purposes* This 
amount with an expenditure of $10,000 on the 1934 budget allowed the construction of the Junior 
High School building*
8
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cHAjra® V
School Building and School Building Program 
The educational facilltiee of Havre Elemontary Schools conelst of five 
grade buildinga, a junior high school, and four country one-room buildings.
The administrative offices of the school system are located in the high school.
The accompanying map represents the city of Havre with its boundaries and 
principal streets. %e city has grown east and west parallel to the Great 
Northern Railroad. The center of population is close to the IkKinley and 
Lincoln schools. Recently the population In the southern district has in­
creased. This section Is taken care of by the Sunnyside School. The Devlin 
school takes the west-side residents. The school buildings are very well lo­
cated so that the children do not have to go more than one-half mile to attend 
any school. The buildings take care of children from the first to the sixth 
grades. The Junior High School is located on Sixth Street and Fifth Avenue.
The seventh and eighth grades are all within one mile from school. It is 
most convenient for the children living north of the railroad tracks to attend 
school as they have to cross the viaduct which is located on First Street and 
Sixth Avenue. The majority of pupils attend the McKinley and Lincoln Schools.
About 40 children from the First to the Sixth Grade live across the tracks.
TABLE XI
SCHOOL BUILDING ENROLLMENT 
Septei^r 10, 1936
School RoomB Grades Enrollment Capacity
McKinley 4 5 to 6 119 140
Lincoln 4 1 to 4 125 143
Sunnyside 2 1 to 4 60 59
Washington 4 1 to 4 118 141
Devlin 9 1 to 6 270 308
Junior High 12 7 to 8 232 270
The present elementary buildihgs will house the pupils for several years
with normal increase of population. The Sunnyside School is filled to capacity 
at the present time— an addition to this building mi^t be necessary in the 
near future.
Score Elementary Buildinga
The aurrey included a careful atudy of all the buildings In order to
termine the extent to which they are serrlng the educational needs of Ear]
The relative value of each building has been determined through a system <
scoringp in which the Strayer-aigelhardt score cards and standards were ut 
4aa bases* The aoorea represent the judgment of the survey staff. It was 
Impossible to secure experts trained in the scoring of the school building 
The maximum possible score for any school building Is 1000 points* This i 
presents an Ideal plant* The following table gives the score for each bui 
ing according to the sltsp building, service system, olaa8*~rooms, and 
special rooms*
Tabic XII 
Score of Elementary Buildings
Schools
Washington
Type of
Building
D
Total
Score
1000
Site
125
Biildlng
165
Service
System
280
Class
Rooms
290
Specit
Roobu
140
625 100 135 200 200 0
Lincoln D 600 100 100 200 100 0
MCKinley D 400 100 50 100 150 0
Devlin D 650 100 125 225 200 0
Sunnyside D 690 100 150 230 210 1
Junior High D 930 100 150 250 290 140
Washington School 
This school is located on the east side of the city on Third Street 
and fifteenth Avenue* It is a brick building of Class D construction, 
Which means a building with masonry wall but otherwise ordinary or joist- 
construction and wood finish* It Is steam heated with natural gas* The
At rayer, George D* and ühgelhardt, N.T.-'̂ Standards for Elementary School 
Buildings."p*15*
37.
rooms are well lî t̂ed* It seoree only 825 pointa ont of 1000, for no 
apeolal rooma are provided* Although the playground Is adequate, more 
playground apparatus should be provided. The hill to the back of the 
•ehool la not satiafactory*
38.
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I#!? Ill it ...
The School buildings of Havre have been improved greatly since
this one was built in 1910
r m i
m
The "Beginners'" Class of 1900
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Lincoln School
This building la located un Ninth Avenue bet%\'een Third and Fourth 
Streets* It la similar in construction to the Washington School. It hai 
hot-air furnace controlled by a themostat. Gas is used as the fuel. Ne 
special rooms are provided, making it difficult to handle play idien the 
weather is bad for out-of-doors play* It needs new drinking fountains of 
the newer construction. The playground is shared with the McKinley Schoo 
Some playground apparatus is available. It scored 600 out of 1000 points
McKinley School
This school was constructed in 1911 and built of sand stone and brio] 
has four rooms and takes care of the fifth and sixth grades. Ihis build­
ing is not adequate for school purposes and steps are being taken to dis­
mantle this building and put a new wing on the Lincoln to take its place. 
The light is very poor, Hie rating on this build in? was only 400 out of 
1000 points.
Devlin School
Hiis building is located on First Avenue between Fifth and Sixth Stn 
It was originally a four-room brick structure built in 1912. In 1926 fivt 
more rooms were added. It is a Class D Building. All rooms are well ligl 
except the one in the basement. This room has been used as an overflow a: 
is not entirely suited for a regular classroom. The building Is steam he 
Hie arrangement of the toilets is not satisfactory. %e book room is too 
for the necessary number of books. Very little space is provided for indo 
play. If the toilets were rearranged more space would be available for pJ 
rooms and a book room. It rates 650 which is a little higher than those 
previously mentioned.
m
ay
The Lincoln School
The If.'ashington School
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Sunnyside School
Thia aohool, built in 1930, i® located In the south end of the city on 
Sixth Avenue and 12th Street* It io a brick building of Olaaa D conatruction, 
Thermostat controlled gas stoves heat this building* It has adequate play­
ground space and rooms for indoor pley. It rates 690 points which is the 
highest rating of the lower grade buildings*
Tunior High Building
In the fall of 1936 the long felt need of a Junior Hi^ School Building 
was satisfied* This building is of brick, Class D construction. It has 
twelve class-rooms, an office for the principal, teachers, rest rooms, a 
gymnasium, an auditorium, and a library* It is heated by steam with gas as 
the fuel* The classrooms are provided with the latest system of air con­
ditioning, with automatic temperature and humidity controls. All classrooms 
have â ple light, both direct and indirect. A manual training room is pro­
vided with Sheldon benches and Delta Power equipment* "Rie Home economics 
room is equiped with Westinghouse Electric Ranges and Singer Sewing Machines. 
Details of the cost are given in Chapter IV. Although the playground is not 
ample for outdoor play, the gyrmaaium facilities are such that tds is not a 
serious problem.
School Lighting
A survey was made of each olassrocxa In the elementary schools. The 
light was measured with a llghtmeter {foot candles). The meter was placed 
on a desk farthest away from the windows. The windows were all adjusted so
as to give the maximum amount of light. .The recommended amount of light for 
each room should be at least ten foot candles* All of the classrooms ex­
ceeded this amount except those in the ItcKinley School; the light is very
42.
poor in this building# Ths basement room in the Devlin Sebool Is very poor, 
also*
43
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The Devlin School
* ' . : p
S
The McKinley School v/hich will soon have to be replaced.
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TABLE Z I I I
Lighting In Elestontaxy School Room» 
ISeanurod hy Neston Light Meter.*
Light
Oper.
* Lowest meter reading In room*
Number
Room Position Ft• Candles Condition Windows
1 South 1 2 Pt. Cloudy 6
2 North 2 3 w ft 6
3 South 1 4 » ft 6
4 North 2 0 tf ft 6
1 South 1 5 n tt 8
2 North 1 6 t* ft 8
3 South 1 7 n ft 8
4 North 1 7 n ft 8
5 S—•Down­ 7 n ft 5
stairs
5 s ** 7 n ft 6
6 S— “Upstairs 8 n tt 6
6 S " 9 n ft 6
1 & 2 Best 1 2 * tf 5
3 & 4 West 1 0 tt ft 5
1 North 1 8 ff ft 6
2 East-South 1 0 ft tt 6
3 » « 1 0 n ft
4 North-West 1 2 ff ft 6
6 South-West 1 0 It ft 6
5 North-West 8 tt w 6
6 South-East 15 If ft 6
6 North-East 20 Closer tt ft 6
to wind*
Base­ South 1 Very poor** ft 3
ment Light
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TABLE ny
Llr̂ tlag in Junior High Sehool Building 
2###ured hy VSeston Light Ifeter»*
Light With art*
jxmioR Hicaa Ro<m Position Ft* Candles Mgbt Condition
2 0 2 South 8 1 7 Partly Clot
2 C 1 North 4 1 2 n #
2 0 3 North 4 1 2 w *
2 0 4 South 9 2 0 #  «r
3 0 2 South 1 2 2 5 « f»
3 0 1 North 1 0 1 6 * *
3 0 4 South 1 2 2 5 n *
3 0 6 North 1 2 2 5 n w
3 0 3 South 1 2 2 6 n *
1 0 1 South 1 1 5 0 n n
1 0 3 South 2 0 3 8 n *1
*Lo#88t reading in room*
Table Z7
Cost of Operation— School
46,
Building
Ho* of 
Pupils
Fuel
(gas) Water Lights Misc. Total
Cost per 
. Pupil __
Washington 189 #427*73 #18*10 #18.44 #4*75 #489*02 # 3.79
Lincoln 134 286*61 23*55 10.96 24.75 347.87 2.59
McKinley 116 288*61 19.15 9.07 24.75 341.58 2,89
Devlin 276 525.20 24*60 31.81 84.75 606.36 2.27
Sunnyside 60 203*08 17.30 9.07 24.75 254.20 4.24
Junior High 260 769*72 106.75 383.32 49.50 1299.29 4*99
It will be noted from the table above that* with the same oapaoity* the 
Washington School*s cost of fuel was considerably more than that of the 
Lincoln* of the McKinley* The Devlin School operated at a lower coat per 
pnpil than all buildings* The amount spent for light at the Junior Hi^ 
Building was due to the use of the auditorium and gymnasium by the publlo. 
jaso all rooms being equipped with indirect light increased the amount used 
In the Junior High School*
47.
CSHAPTER 71 
The Teaching Personnel in Hnrre 
toaoher, so la the sehool** has been demonstrated time and
H L - 3 -æ  -
Often accomplish remarkable resnlts with Inferior equipment end shabby build- 
Ing*. But no matter how elaborate the buildings, and how abundant the equip- 
î nt, if not in the hands of superior teachers» the educational outcomes are 
inferior* Brains instead of bricks determine the worth of our s c h o o ls ." 5
Harre is fortunate in that its teaching personnel measures up well whan 
compared with that of many other communities of similar size.
Professional Qualifications 
According to the most recent survey of teacher training, 91 per cent of 
the elementary teachers in communities in the United States i.-lth a population 
of 10,000 or more have had two or more years of education beyond hi^ school; 
21.8 per cent have had three years; 17 per cent have had four years; and 5 
per cent have had five years or more.  ̂ One hundred per cent of Havre’s 
elementary teachers have had two of training or above; 80 per cent have
had three years of training or more; 47 per cent report at least four years; 
and four teachers have had five years or more. Thirty out of 38 elementary
teachers attended at least one suzmer school session during summers of 1935
16
and 1934. Table/gives the training of the teachers of the Havre Elementary 
Schools.
5. Bolton, F. 5. and Cole, T. R. & Jessup, J. N., **The Beginning Superin-
tendent". fhe momilan Co., 1937, P. 282.
6. U. S. Dept, of Interior, Office of Education, National Survey of the
Education of Teachers, Vol. II, P. 42, 1933.
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TABLE X7I
IWbar of Y w t b  of TralnlDg Beyond Sokool 
Havre Elementazy sohoole 
X935-1936
Tears 2 2 1/3 2 2/3 3 3 1/3 3 3/3 4 4 1/3 4 2/3 5
Elementary teachers 2 3 3 6 3 4 4 4 9 9
Median 5 2/3
The requirement for teaching in the Havre City Elementaiy Sohoola Is 
graduation from an accredited two-year normal school» and two years of suc­
cessful experience. The median of training beyond the high school of the 
Havre teachere is 3 2/3 years.
Another factor of teacher qualification is the amount of experience. 
Table shows the distribution of teachers according to teacher experience.
TiiJSLE XVII
Teaching Experience# Elementary Teachers 
Havre# Montana 
1936-1936
Years Elementary
1 2
2 0
3 5
4 1
5 1
6 1
7 2
8 4
9 3
10 or over X®
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The tw> teachers with only one year of experience are employed in the 
rural schools. The median of experience of the elementary teachers is ten 
years.
Table IVIII shows the nwnber of years the present teachers have taught 
In Havre. TÀBU xnii
Experience of Elementary Teachers in Havre 
1935-1936
Years 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 or over
Humber of Teachers 6 5 11 1 0 4 3 2 i 5
Fifteen of the teachers have taught in the local school system for five 
years or more, and the median experience of all teachers is three years.
Men Teachers
The criticism that the elementary schools is overfsminized is often 
launched against the teaching profession. While there is no evidence point­
ing to the superiority of either sex as teachers, it is logical to suppose 
that both sexes have contributions to make to the education of boys and girls. 
Havre employs seven men teachers, or 18.4:̂  of the total number. Two more new 
teachers will be added to replace two women leaving the profession.
Married Women Teachers 
Havre, in common with most of the conmunltles of its size in Montana, 
does not employ married women teachers. This is not considered the beat 
educational practice; however, in small communitles it seems the best policy 
to follow.
Rating of Teachers 
The teachers of Havre are not classified according to certain success 
ratings. The policy of the school is to employ only successful teachers.
The teachers were asked to rate themselves according to certain traits and
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The aT«x*ag8 rating of the teachers Is given in Table XVTII.
Teacher*s Salaries 
There is probably no factor which more directly influences the character 
of the teaching staff of a school system than the salary schedule in effect. 
Ifo single fonmla has yet been derived by which a superintendent of schools 
or a board of education can determine with certainty satisfactory salaries 
for teachers. It is the policy of the school to pay as hi^ a salary as 
conditions warrant. Table XXI gives the salary schedule in effect at pre­
sent. The lowest salary for country schools with no experience is $90 per 
month. The average salary of similar rural schools in Hill county is 
approximately #70. The average salary for city elementary teachers is $1570.
Wh«i teachers are hired for the Havre schools, the child's welfare iŝ of 
primary Importance. The teacher takes the place of the parent, who is natural­
ly interested in his child, so teachers have been hired with that aim in mind. 
Much more than years of experience is necessary to make a good teacher. There 
are many more factors to be considered besides previous experience. Some of 
these are intellectual habits, ambition, outlook and philosophy of life.
The rating of teachers for promotion by means of general judgment of the 
principal, superintendent, or the school board often becomes ah ineffective 
method. On the other hand an overworked teacher rating or scoring system 
may become a whip-las: ii* the hands of the superintendent. In the Havre 
school syst%, both methods have been combined and developed under the pre­
sent administration. In many cases it has revealed personal qualifications 
that bad otherwise been more or less concealed.
The Morrison Rating Scale Profile for Teachers by Robert H, Morrison of
Y
the State Mozmal School of Paterson, New Xeraey was used. In tiwying a rating 
scale profile for the Havre teachers, three methods were used as follows: 
self-analysis by the teacher of his own traits and skills; second, analysis 
by a supervisor; and third, a group analysis by the class. All three methods 
were used by the Havre school system, but only the first method is recorded in 
the sumaary profile. The results of the first method depended entirely upon 
the honesty and candor of the teachers. In some cases it may be a little low 
because of this fact. Analysis by the supervisor was of much importance as 
the results were used as the basis for teacher-superintendcnt conferences for 
the purpose of improvement of teaching. The third method was used to get stu­
dent perspective in order to get better teacher-pupil cooperation* On the fol- 
Iwing page is the summary profile for the Morrison Rating Scale Profile for 
teachers.
7* The Morrison Rating Scale Profile for Teachers, Webster Publishing Co.
St. Louis, Ho.
TABLE XIX 
Profile
Self Hating Seale for 121 amante ry Tee chers 
Havre Public Schools
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1. Attitude Toward SugpiestlonB
2. Appearance
5. Desire for Professional Growth /
4—
4. Initiative '
5. Interest in Life of Conammity /
/
N6. Interest in Life of School \
7* Leadership /
r
8. Loyalty \
9. Scholarship /
10. Thoroughness in Preparation L
11. Voice Quality
12. Willingness to Ooopemt©
^ILLS /
1. Ability to Awaken Interest and / 
Effort . /_\2. Ability to Discipline ^
5. Ability to Mix with Others
4. Application of Subject Matter 
to Present-day Heeds
5. Aptness in Üsing Illustrative
Material ... — ... - ■ ■ ■
é. Clarifying Purposes Underlying . 
Teaching Procedures . _ _ /
)
7. Definiteness in Making Assignments ^
0* Effectiveness In Getting Pupil
Participation __ _ _ _ _
!
4 -
9. Effective Use of Questions ,
— ----------—---------— 4-
/
10. Explaining Subject Matter _ _ _j
11. Ub. of Bogllah . . .......  _ . . _ ^ ^ 1 — 1—
12. Use of Teat Met erlals \
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TAJSLS XX
Elementary Teachers Salaries 
in
14 Montana Schools 
1935-56
SOHOOL MROU> NUBfiB iR OF SALARYMIOT TEACHERS LOW KLGE
Missoula 2437 80 1200 1617
Bozeman 1100 50 1200 1750
LewiStown 874 41 1200 1700
Glendive 737 29 1362 1500
Malta 660 22 1050 1300
miteflsh 1026 31 ___ 1000 1400
Havre 1020 39 1150 1720
Roundup 754 36 1200 Av.
Anaconda 1077 76 1462 Av.
Browning 705 26 1300 1600
Out Bank 578 29 1200 1350
Wolf Point 855 28 900 1250
Laurel 835 25 1050 1100 Av.
Miles City UQ0 __ 35 1200 . 1600
Rank of Havre 6 6 8 2
TAH-S XXI
Elementary Salary Schedule in Havre
Tears of Training Annual
Beyond ̂ igh School Minimum Increase Maximum
2 $1000 $50 11800
3 1050 50 1800
4 1050 50 1800
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7abl« X3L glvea a eonparlBoa of th# aaXarlea paid elamaatary taaehars la 
14 Montana oltiea ooaparable in alaa to BaTre. In this comparison Havre ranks 
eigbtb in the lowest salary paid, and second in the hipest salary. The mini- 
mum in Havre is $1150, the same as the average minlmnm salary in these 14 
commanities*
Salaries were cut about twenty per cent during the depression. The pre­
sent salary has restored nearly all the cuts given at that time. It has been 
the policy (not justified by best educational practices) to allow the married 
men more than single teachers#
Cost of Living
Any study of the annual salaries paid teachers must take into account the 
cost of living in the particular community in which they reside. The average 
cost of board and room for Havre’s single teachers is $38.35. This is low due 
to the fact that several teachers live at home and thus are able to save more. 
The married men and women teachers with families, average $81.64 for board and 
room. This explains to some extent vdiy the married men were given a higher 
salary than single men or women.
Teachers are paid on a twelve-months basis. At the close of school in Kay, 
the teacher is given her salary for June, July and August. This allows teachers 
to look upon their salary to provide for them throughout the year. This pro­
vision accounts for a large number of teachers in summer school.
New Salary Schedule Proposed
The Board of Education has under consideration the adoption of a single
salary schedule. The proposed schedule accepts the principle that it is equally 
lmportai.t that a teueher be well trained for work whether In elementary or in
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the high sohooXs. Dhder thm proposed sehed\ile an elementary teacher with four 
years of professional preparation will receive the same salary as the high 
school teacher with the seme amount of training, This will permit a teacher 
to work at the particular level where he is likely to render the greatest ser­
vice uninfluenced hy salary considerations.
The schedule calls for grouping teachers into classes according to train­
ing.
Class I, Graduation* or its equivalent from a standard normal school* 
requiring two full years of training in addition to the hiĝ  school graduation.
Class II, Three years of training* or its equivalent in a standard 
college or normal school.
Class III, Graduation or its equivalent* in a standard college or normal
school requiring four years of training.
Glass If, One full year of training beyond graduation from a standard 
college. Possession of a Master*s degree.
Teaching principals received additional yearly allowances as follows % 
schools with three teachers or less* $45; four to six teachers* §90; seven or 
more teachers* #1%).
The proposed salary schedule will require approximately #5000 more during
its first year of operation than the existing schedule. As soon as finances of
expenditure
the district warrant the additional,/it will be put into operation.
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TABUE XXIX 
SALART SCHBDÜLS PROPOSED
Year# of Experionoo Claas I Glass II Glasa III Claaa 17
1 900 1044 1200 1380
Z 960 1104 1260 1440
3 1020 1164 1320 1500
4 1080 1224 1360 1560
5 1140 1284 1440 1620
6 1200 1344 1500 1660
7 1260 1404 1560 1740
8 1320 1464 1620 1800
9 1380 1524 1680 1860
10 1440 1564 1740 1920
U 1500 1644 1800 1980
12 1560 1704 I860 2040
13 1920 2100
14 2160
15 2220
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CHAPTER VII 
Eduoational Résulta
Perhaps the most elgnlfleant single measure of the sueoees of a school 
organization is found in the records of pupil achieTement. If the educational 
ohjeetiTes of a school system are adeciuate, and adapted to the needs of the 
particular community* then the achievement of the pupils is the business of 
the school e The task of the school is to find how well the pupils are doing 
the job they should be doing* To find this out standardized tests were given 
throughout the grades frcmi the second to the eighth* In this survey the Met­
ropolitan achievement tests were given. They measure only achievement in the 
foxmal subjects. No attempt was made to test habits* abilities* or attitudes* 
nor were tests given in music end art. The tests were given on October 15 to 
all except the first grade. The seme test with different forms was given on 
May 19. The second test was not given to the seventh and eighth grades on 
account of lack of time. The tests were given by trained teachers in each 
building with regular teachers in the room. The object was not to evaluate 
the work of the teacher or school* but to find out as nearly as possible the 
achievement of the pupils.
The achievements of the Havre Schools is compared with standard scores. 
The standard score or norm for a given grade on a given test is the average or 
median score made by a very large number of pupils selected in such a way that 
they are representative of the entire nation. In order to make the scores 
more readily comparable they have been converted into grade scores. The stand* 
ard score for Havre schools is 2.2 for the second grade* and 3.2 for the third 
grade* and so on.
Prior to the survey the pupils of Havre schools had been given general 
intelligence tests. For this purpose the Kuhlman Anderson intelligence test 
was used. On the basis of test results pupils were classified in the lower
grades into ability groups.
TABLE m . X X Iil 
tfatropolltan Achievement 
Test Given Nov. 13, 1936
Grade Norm Subject Nbmber 
Nontbe Above
Bead. Voc*
Arith
Fund
Arith
Prob. Sng. Lit. Hist. Geog. Spell. Total
Grade
2 2.2 2.6 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.3 1
3 3.2 4.0 3.4 2.8 3.0 3.5 2.8 3.1 -1
4 4.2 5.1 5.0 4.5 4.3 5.2 4.8 4.6 4.8 4.2 4.7 5
3 5.2 5.5 5.7 4.8 4.9 6.0 5.5 5.5 5.6 5.0 5.4 2
6 6.2 6.6 6.5 6.0 6.2 6.9 7.2 6.2 6.4 6.7 6.4 2
7 7.2 8.2 7.4 7.8 7.7 7.8 8.0 7.8 8.0 6.7 7.7 5
8 8*2 9.5 8.2 8.4 8.4 8.6 9.3 8.7 8.5 8.5 8.7 5
Number of months above or below grade noim for each grade in the entire system and for each subject 
in the entire system.
Table No. B5 shows the average achievement in all subjects In all grades was two and three-fourths 
months above the nom as established by the Metropolitan Test.
All grades except the third were above norm. Grade two was one month above the nous id:lie Grades 4, 
7, 8 showed farthest above, btlug five months above. Grades five and six vrere two months above.
Reading, vocabulary, English, literature, history, geography were above the norm, while arithmetic 
was below in the third and sixth grades. Spelling was above in the eighth and sixth, and normal in 
grades two and four. Spelling was below in the seventh, fifth, and third. Reading, literature and 
English ranked the highest.
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Pupils sers transferred from one group to another on the basis of sehool 
marks and teaeher judgment. Pr<anotloas are made annually. All tests were 
scored by teachers giving the tests, and checked by the teacher and office force. 
The tests were used to find out how well pupils had mastered certain skills and 
to find individual dSfioiencies. The Havre elementary schools follow the Mon* 
tana State Course of Study. If standard tests were given based on the State 
Course of Study much more valid and useful results would be derived.
TABIS XUY
Scores on Metropolitan Achievement 
Tests Given November 13, 1936
Grades 2**6
Grade
Number 
of Pupils 
Tested
Standard Median 
for Havre
Range
2 119 2.2 2.3 0.9**3.5
5 125 3.8 3.1 2.1*—4.4
4 123 4.2 4.7 2.6**6.9
5 125 5.2 5.4 4.1— 7.6
6 109 6.8 6.4 4.4— 8.1
7 239 7.2 7.7 5.9— 10.3
6 109 6.2 8.7 6.3— 10.7
Table shows Grade 2 was one month above standard and the third grade one 
month below. The fourth grade showed five months above, the fifth grade two 
months above, and the sixth two months above. The seventh grade was five 
months above as well as the eighth. All grades were above the norm except 
the third#
TABLS 2X7 
tiitropolitaxi Aohlevament 
îteat Given m y  21, 1937
Grade Norm
2.9
Sabjeets
âw3 Tÿôô;
3.8 3.5
Arith.
Fund
Arith
Prob.
2.7 3.0
Bag. lit. Hist.
3.2
Geo. Snell I Tota;
Nuaber of 
Hoathe above 
or below nom
3.2 3.2
3 3.9 4.1 5.2 4.2 4.1 3.5 3.5 4.0
4 4.9 5.6 5.6 5.0 4.8 6.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 4.8 5.3
5.9 6.0 6.0 5.9 5.6 6.4 6.2 6.3 6.3 5.8 6.2
6.9 7.3 7.0 7.0 6.7 7.2 7.3 6.7 6.3 6.9 6.9
Thle Test was given May 21 and shows that all grades were above nom except sixth iriiich was the same 
as the standard.
s
61.followlag tables show a oaapariaoa of schools by grades for each 
subject and total grade achleYememt.
TABLS x m  
aaADs II 
Metropolitan Achievement 
Test Given November 13, 1936
School
« g•Htïc>
(S
Ic
g
«
g g
■g
s s
c
I
S4»
5
& 1 1 ho r H f~i O «0
o r-4e $ • Ï
s s s
Washington 8 8.2 1.-8 8.1 1.8 1.9 8.1 1.8 1.9 -3
Sunnyside 8 8.8 3.0 3.6 2.4 2.5 2.4 8.4 8.5 +3
Lincoln 8 8.8 2.6 3.3 2.8 2.5 2.3 2.5 2.4 tl
Devlin 8 8.8 8.9 8.8 2.7 2.4 2.5 2.3 8.5 43
Metropolitan Achievement 
Test Given May 81, 1937
Washington 2 2.9 3.7 8.8 2.3 2.4 2.8 2.6 2.8 -1
Sunnyside 8 8.9 3.7 4.2 2.6 3.2 3.3 3.8 3.3 +4
Lincoln 8 8.9 3.10 3.2 2.10 3.2 5.5 3.7 3.4
Devlin 2 8.9 3.7 3.6 2.9 3.2 2.8 5.2 3.3 H
The Sunnyelde and Devlin Schools show an average grade equivalent of 
three months above normal. In every subject the Washington School as be­
low normal and this grade was six months behind the Sunnyside and Devlin. 
In the test given Kîay 21 the Washington was only one month below, showing 
that this grade had asde an Improvement in every subject. The Lincoln 
school was first on the second test showing five months above the norm. 
The dimnyslde and Devlin Schools showed some Improvement on second test, 
being four months above nom»
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Sehool I
TABLS XX7II 
Metropolitan Aohlevament 
Test Given October 13, 1936
GRADE 3
I g
I
€
K
5
s•p
a a s
11
4» %CD
CO I I
Washington , 3 3*2 3#6 3.2 2.5 2.9 3,3 2.9 3.1 -1
Sunnyside 3 3.2 4,6 3,9 2,9 3.2 3.6 2.9 3.5 43
Lincoln 3 3.2 3.8 3,7 2.7 3.0 3.3 2.7 3.1 -1
Devlin 3. 3,2 3.9 3.6 2.9 3.2 3,2 2.9 3.2 0
Metropolitan Achievement 
Test Given May 21, 1937
Washington 3. 3.9 3.10 4.8 4.2 4,2 3.5 3.6 4.0 41
Sunnyside 3 3,9 4,0 5.7 4,4 4.5 3.7 3.7 4,3 44
Llnooln 3 3,9 3,10 4,6 . 3,10 3,6 3.5 3.3 3.9 0
Devlin 3 3.9 4,1 5,4 4,2 3,10 3.4 3.5 3.8 -1
In the third grade Sunnyside again led the list, being three months 
above noimal* Washington and Lincoln were one month below, vdiile Devlin 
showed normal# All grades were above norm in Reading, and vocabulary ex­
cept Washington vdilch was normal# Arithmetic fundamentals were below nor­
mal in every school# Spelling was below normal in every school# In the 
test given May 21 all grades showed Isqprovemant except Devlin, lAlch was 
one month below noimi# Heading, vocabulary, arithmetic fundamentals, were 
below normal In all schools# Arithmetic problems were above except in 
Lincoln which was three months below# English and spelling were below# 
Sunnyside was the highest, being four months above standard#
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•CABLE XXrai
GRADE 4 
Metropolitan AehieTeznant 
Teat Given October 13, 1936
School I E :% I *A
i
a
H I It;
s
I Ï
» Ï5  I
H4»
a
I
Washington 4 4.2 5.1 4.8 4.6 4,3 5.5 4.5 4.7 4.8 4.6 4.8
Sunnyside 4 4.2 5.2 5.0 4.7 4.4 5.1 3.9 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.8 fô
Lincoln 4 4.2 4.7 4,9 4.3 3.9 4.7 5,0 5.C 4.8 4.0 4.8
Devlin 4 4.2 4.9 4.7 4.3 4.3 4.9 4.9 5.C 4.8 4.2 4.7 45
Metropolitan Achievement 
Test Given May 19, 1937
Washington 4 4.9 5.3 5.2 4.9 4.3 6.3 4.8 4.7 4.6 4.8 5.1 Tf2
Sunnyside 4 4.9 6.5 6.0 5.2 5.4 6.7 5.8 6.1 6.1 4.9 5.8
Lincoln 4 4.9 5.3 5.5 5.0 4.6 5.8 5.9 5.3 5.5 4.4 5.3
Devlin 4 4.9 5.1 5.5 4.3 4.9 5.8 4.7 4.7 5.2 5.0 5.0
Table No. B8 show® the results of the achievement tests given October 
13, 1936 and May 19, 1937. The October test shows that the fourth grade was 
above the Median In average of all subjects. In the same test given in Oct­
ober, the Lincoln was below in Arithmetic Problems and Spelling. The Sun- 
syside was below norml In literature. In the second test given in May no 
school fell below the imdlan in general average. The Sunnyside made the 
best record, being nine months above the median, (with no subject below).
The Devlin fourth grade made the least advancement with only one month above
the median.
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Wÿ&inXn A 5 5«S 5*6 5,8 9*0 5*0 5,6 5,7 9,8 9*8 9*3 9,4 +«
B $ s«d 4*t 6.4 4*8 4*6 5*0 4*9 9.8 5*4 4*8 9,1 A1
Davila A B B*B 6*0 6.2 4.8 n.s 6,6 6*2 9.9 4*a 4*8 9,7 f6
B 5 5*2 5,6 5.V 4*V 4*6 5*9 5,0 S.4 5*1 4*6 9,9
Test Cliven 1fey 13. 1937
MaKlaley A B 6*2 6*2 5.0 5.0 7*0 6.7 8.4 6*3 6*0 6*3 ¥
B 6 B.t 6*0 9.9 4*t 6*3 8.S 6*0 6*€ 5*9 5,8 •I
Devlin A 5 5.» 6,4 6*4 6.4 6.2 6*8 8.3 6.9 6*8 9*7 6*5 ¥
B « 5.® 6,6 6,? 9*9 5*f 6,6 6.2 5*7 6*8 5*6 6*C
%e fifth #M 8l3Eth are dtpartaeatellatfttf 1» the WClnley »n<5 t>er*
11a Sehoele* The grade# ere elesslfied aeeordlag to ehllity. The ^ «roup la 
MftKittley erne two moat be above aorm, #&lle the other grade eee oae nooth 
lee. Afithnetle for fmdemoatolm eed î ohXeme was helcw grade la the better 
or A Ofoup. The B gronp wae below la reeding, a Ithmetle, Stti?lleh, iltera* 
tare, end epeUlag. In ths Devlin the a group wma five »>nthe above, while 
the B wee one month above eteaderd. In the test given In îSa j the A group in 
HiKlnlsy end Devlin m m  emln four monthe «bove atéadexd, ^lle the B group 
et eyed the emae, being one month below. In the Devlin eehool both group* 
eteyed nearly the name ee the flret tent. The group wee four month* above, 
while the B group one month above. Spelling Ihe only eubjoet below 
grade In the A el the Devlin*
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Metropolitan Achlovwaont Tfôat aivoîi October 193$
Sehool I I 1 I 1 S *• H  1 11 3 Hr  Ti*  ̂ ^ % 0 e 5 . T< 5 u  a s  5 1* g g g
mxialey A
r
• e.B 6*6 5.4 6.0 6*0 6*7 6*9 6.1 6.2 5.7 6*5 f3
B 6 B*B 6*0 6.1 5.9 5.6 6*2 7.8 5.9 6.0 6.0 6*0 •2
Devlin A 6 B.B 6*0 ?.o 6.0 6*8 7*5 8.0 6.9 7.0 6.5 7.0
B 6 6.8 6.8 6*1 5.7 5.5 6*5 6.7 5.6 5.Î 4.5 5.8 «4
mtropollta#
Test Olven Is
Aehle 
lay 19,
vemnt
1957
WKlaley A 6 B«9 6*6 6.9 6.6 6.6 7*0 6*9 6.g| 6.7 6.8 6.7 -2
B B 6*0 9*0 6* 5 7*0 6.4 7.2 7.0 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.7 *2
Devlin A 6 6»$ 8.5 8.1 7.9 8*6 8*0 8.3 6*1 7.3 7.5 7.7 78
i B 6.0 9.1 6*8 6.5 6.0 6*6 7*<| 6.4 5.ej 6.6 6.4 •5
lu tÎMs elrth grade the A group et the Devlin •»as eiî t asoutha a bore th« 
grade; the 4 gmup «si ?#Kluley being three a&ontiie above. The A group v&e 
five woathe above the B group* «hile et the Devlin the 4 group vas tvelve 
months sibove the y g**î̂\ïp# the eleeslfieatlon of these groupe v»e eleerly 
dewBoastreted by th# eehleveaw&at test a# In the test given In SSijr both groups 
nt w m  two #..])nthe below vhlle the 4 group nt Devlin vas ei^t month#
above standard sixth gmde* and the B group vas five aoiitha below* The re* 
enlta «how that elasslfloatloas will have to ba oa rled on to the seventh 
grade* The poor group given special tminln^*
ÔÇ,
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Junior High 7 7*2 8.2 7*4 7.9 I7.7 7*8 8,0 7*8 8.0 6.7 7.7 45
OaADE 8
Junior High 1 8 8*2 9,5 8*2 8*4 8*4 8.6 9,3 8*7 8.5 8.3 8,7
la the seventh grade ali subjects :?ei*e above the nom except spelling lAlch 
«as five months below standard* The best wo%& was done in reading » English* 
llteratora* and geography * which shows the grade to be doing eighth grade 
work* Special work should be taxen in spelling to bring this grade up to 
standard*
Grade eight was above norm In every subject* except vocabulary, which 
was normal. The beet Wiowlng ime in reading and literature which shows the 
grade to be doing ninth grade work. Spelling was one month above the normal.
PupU Ability
Th*w» B««na to bo a ganoral belief that most failures In the elementary 
sohools are doe to the laok of mental ability of pupils. In a study made
froB data furnished by 493 superintendents the three chief reasons for failure 
of pupils in order of frequanoy are:
!• Inability# Too young to comprehend-̂ m̂ental immaturity#
£• Irregularity in attendance#
3# Phyeical and social Immaturity of pupils.®
So much has been written ooncamlng the low intelligence of pupils that 
many believe that the greatest number of pupils belong in this class, justify- 
ing a failure# Teachers have used this reason time and again# When a child 
has not been very successful in school it is erroneous to assume that the sole 
reason is lack of intelligence. ^Aa nearly as can be determined only .6̂  of 
all children are bom imbeciles, so low Intelligence as not to be able to learn 
the simplest kind of knowledge#*’®
The mental age indicates the level of mental development that the child 
has reached at a given time. The intelligence quotient, (I#q.) which is the 
ratio of mental age to the chronological age, is an Index to relative bright­
ness# Â twelve-year old pupil with a mental age of 18 has an intelligence 
quotient of 18/18x100 or 100# An I»Q.# of 100 is considered noxmal or average#
Mental development and social development are not synonymous# Children should 
not be classified by chronological age, because pupils of same ages differ 
widely in mental development# Intelligence tests are used to tell the extent 
of which a pupil can profit by academic education#
6# Department of Superintendence, îTinth Tear book, Five Unifying Tactors in 
American Education, K#S.A., 1931, pg. 543#
9# Bolton, Cole, Jessup, ’̂The Beginning Superintendent". MacMillan Company, 
1937, pg# 14.
TABLS X m i  
Texaan'0 Olaaslfication on Basis cf I. Q,•«
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10
I. 0. RATim PRCnRSSS ET SCHOOL
A&ove 140 Haer genius or genius Not usually atimul;ted to do their 
best, could easily be prepared for 
high school by 12. About 8^ have 
I. C.*s of 125; 1̂  130; 140,120- 140 Véry superior Intelligence
no - 120 Superior Intelligence
110 is about the average intelligence 
of high school pupils. Could com­
plete 8 grades In 7 years. Frequent­
ly irtsrlp grades.
90 - 110 Normal or average intelligence
Avaraga school records. I. 95 
to 105 seldom fail, seldom ship a 
grade
80-90 Dullness, rarely classlflabie 
as feeble -mi Medne a s
Usually able to reach 8th grade; 
ordinarily ̂ «Ith 1 to 4 failures.
VO - 80 Border line deficiency; some­
times classifiable as dullness, 
often as feeble-mlndedaeas.
3(me reach about 4th grade In 
about 8 years.
Balow 70 Definite feeble-̂ lndedness Do nothing in school.
^Terman - «InteUlganoe of 3ohool Children", Houghton mfflln Company, 1919, 
Lawis, M, pg. 317.
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TAMiî XXXIII 
Distribution of I, for 979 Elementary 
Sebool Children of Havre
Humber
60-69 4
70-79 xe
80-69 80
90-99 815
100-109 345
110-119 S2J
120-129 83
130-139 11
140-149 2
Thble 33 shows only four pupils out of 979 in the elementary sohoola of 
Havre have Intelligence too low to do school work. They should be sent to 
special Institutions provided by the state. It shows 2̂  borderline, 8$ 
dull, 57^ average, 23ÿ superior, and X0% very superior.
The distribution of intelligence quotients of Havre elfflaentary
schools compared with tiiose found by Teimon in a study of 2393 pupils In 
Pasadena, California follows,
1,0., Classification Pasadena Havre
120-up Very Superior 16.59$ 10$
110-119 Superior 24.65$
49.98$
23$
90-109 Average 57$
80-89 Dull 7.14$ 8$
Below 80 Borderline 1.17$ 2$
11. Statistics given In L'ducatlonal Acccnnpllshment, published In Administra­
tive Research Series, October, 1929, l-ionograph No, 3, Pa^adenCalifornia
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W* readily admit the faet that all men are not equal physically that
they never can become so. They are not the same in color of eyes, hair or
physical features or any other characteristics that #e may select. It is the
same with intellectual capacities. If a child is a moron he should be put
through a course of training calculated to mWce him a social being, instead 
of trying to mates the dull pupil do the work of the bright, and if he fails
blame it on lack of intelligence « The blame for a large number of failures 
should be placed upon the educational system vdiloh uses the same methods for 
individuals with different mental equipment. Democracy does not mean equality 
of position, of possession, or of freedom. It means an equal right to happi­
ness, if we understand that the requirements to produce happiness vary with 
the capabilities and characteristics of different Individuals.
The most important work of the teacher is to understand children.
71.
CHATTER VIII 
Educational Opportunltlea
This Chapter deals with the adequoy of educational opportunities given 
la Havre el«nentary schools and how they meet the individual need of children.
The major emphasis of the curriculum is placed upon providing experiences 
for children which will guarantee for each of them rich, full living at the 
present time. The program reoognixes that each child is an important person—  
a real human being— no matter what his age or mental development.
The Montana Course of Study is used as a guide. This Is enriched by 
pupil activities such as visual aids, excursions, health and physical activi­
ties. The program reoognlxes the fact that a democratic society must practice 
in the classroom the right attitudes and control which will prepare them better 
to take their places In camunity life.
In the study of the age-grade relationships for Havre the plan used was 
to count children as of normal age who range from three months under to three 
months over the traditional age limit for the grade. The rule followed in 
Havre is to allow pupils to enter the first grade if they are six years of 
age by November 15. The percentages for average, normal, and under-age pupils 
in each grade and for the school as a whole are to be found in Table 35.
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NDMBKH OF VXæXLS IN EACH OR DE 
OVm-AGS, NOBMAL-AGl, AND UNDER-AGE 
FOR THE (m m
GRADE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total of each
Over-age 6 22 13 16 11 9 20 16 117 11.4̂
Kozmal-age 118 99 113 102 111 95 95 65 818 80%
Dnder-age 4 5 6 13 12 12 23 13 88 6.6%
This table ahoua that the oveivage is E«8$ higher than the under-age. 
The greatest amount of over-age is in the second grade where appreciable 
results of first grade failures are recorded# The large number of over-age 
and under-age in the seventh grade i caused by an Influx of pupils from 
outside regular public school fidvancerrent# A great many pupils enter the 
seventh grade from the Parochial ohool.
TABLE X X m  
(SIADES RliT lHDSD
Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total a
Retarded 8 6 7 6 6 6 38 6.3%
The greatest number of retardations occurs in the first grade# This is 
largely due to maturation of pupils entering school. Pupils are not retained 
more than two years iL the same grade# It is felt better to ret&iin pupils 
in the first grade until they have reached mental maturity to do school vork# 
No kindergarten work Is provided for the elementary school which would help 
to assist in elementary failures do to language difficulties, maturation, 
and learning attitude. It is recoiaaendcd that Havre eatabllsh kinder­
gartens for children five years of age and those six y are of age unable 
to do school work.
EntPanoe to First Grado
One of the difficult tasks in the administration of elementary schools 
is to convince the parents that children differ in their mental development 
the same as they do physically* The common conception has been, when a child 
reaches six years of age, he will be able to do school work* In order to 
educate parents regarding the different rate of maturation a series of meet­
ings was held with the Parent Teachers Association. Out of this meeting came 
a desire to test all children before they entered school to find out the ones 
not ready to do school work*
The test chosen was the one prepared by Clarence R. Stone and C. C.
Grover, published by webster Publishing Company.It was definitely under­
stood that it did not test intelligence. The test determined pupil’s ability 
to discriminate between different words and letters. The teats were given 
by first grade teachers at school, with ten being the largest number given 
at one time. The tests were given to 82 pre-school children out of possible 
120 —  the usual first grade enrollment. The test determines reading readiness 
which is the best criterion for predicting success in school*
Table 37 results of tests shows that the Havre median is three points 
above standard of 35* The girls made a better score than boys— their median 
being 39 to the boys* 36. In the range of ability the girls had twice as 
maigr in the upper group as the boys* The boys had better than twice as many 
in the lower division as the girls* The seven pupils scoring below 19 will 
be given another test before school opens, and if no improvement is shown, will 
not be permitted to enter the first grade. It has been estimated that twelve
per cent of the school population is decidedly retarded in reading. Table 
shows approximately 28^ below no mal, and 8^ handicapped in ability to
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Library FaclXltiea in Elementary Schools of Havre
To teach pupils to read it is necessary to create a desire to read.
The Havre schools provide a reading table in each room where books of suitable 
age level are placed. Story hours are given each Saturday in the city library. 
Stories taken from books are told by teachers. Children have a separate read­
ing room in the city library and are encouraged to take books home to read.
The library facilities of elementary schools are shown in Table
Library Books in Elementary Schools
School (hPade Humber of Books
Sunnyslde 1-4 SOO
Washington 1-4 308
McKinley 5-6 280
Devlin 1-6 400
Lincoln 1-4 270
Junior High 7-8 391
Hd library room is provided in the elementary school buildings, except 
the Junior High. Each teacher is allowed $10 a year to purchase library books 
for her grade. The seventh and eighth grades have a fine llbraiy room, but 
as yet have not been able to provide enough books.
Books are given each building every month by the P.T.A. organization as 
a stimulus to securing attendance at meetings.
A circulating libraiy from building to building tould help build up the 
of volumss isithout unnecessary duplicates.
77.
Health and Phyaieal Education 
of Elementary Sohoola
Since education ia concerned with the Integration of a whole peraonality, 
It follows that efficient habite of thinking, acting, and feeling in the realm 
of healthful living are of prime importance. The word health itself implies 
an integration, embracing as it does physical, intellectual, emotional, moral 
and social aspects of development.
Health education has c<mie to the front rank in education. It la the first 
of the ’•Seven Cardinal Principles’.̂  ̂It is the foundation of the successful 
pursuit of a vocation; it is the basis for happy home relationships; it is 
essential in social adjustments of community and insures worthidille interests 
in leisure time.
Havre started on a health and physical program in the fall of 1936 by 
employing a full-time public health nurse and a physical director. One of the 
first acts of the Board of Education was to reĉ uire all employees of schools, 
teachers, student teachers, and janitors, to have a physical examination by 
one of the local medical doctors, (M.D. ). Results of examinations were filed 
with the clerk. Each teacher is made to feel responsible for the health in­
spection of her room as well as health instruction. All playground work is 
supervised by teachers and a regular program is carried out so every child 
can take part. Several mass exhibitions were conducted in the high school 
gymnasium, and during the spring a general field day was conducted in field
sports. Ribbons were awarded to 386 winners of different events.
A small pox and diphtheria survey among elementary schools reveals that 
77.39J of children have been protected against smallpox, with 23.7̂  •
13. ’Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education”— United States Bureau of 
Education Bulletin Ko. 35, 1918, pp. 5-10. United States Department of 
Interior. Government Printing Office, 1918.
Each one of thtse children is proud of 
winning a blue ribbon in the elementary 
school track meet.
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These girls and boys have enjoyed taking 
part and winning a ribbon in some eveiit 
in the track meet.
--'■ini , ^
The younger girls derived much pleasure 
as well as exercise from v^inding the 
May Pole.
Here are some more winners of tre tr.Cii
$
V
i
This picture shov;s some of the participants in the all-schools 
physical education exhibition which was held in the spring.
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PhyaloaX Sducatloa
Tlie grade aohool and junior eohool ohlXdren were given phyaieal ex- 
aminations by the nuree* heights and measures were taken at the time. 
Dieease*reoord cards were sent home with each student and marked by the parents. 
After all possible material was obtained regarding each child, the entire re­
cord was placed on a permanent health-record card. This card will be supple­
mented by statistics obtained by teacher or nurse during the course of the 
child's school life. The health record will move with the child as he moves 
from grade to grade, until finally, when he is ready to be graduated, a complete 
health history will be available*
A detailed program to be taught la presented to each teacher by supervising 
director at the beginning of each month. The material contained in these out­
lines is graded according to grade In school and the activity to be taken up.
The director visits the grade schools once every week and aids the teachers 
with any problems they have as to teaching the material outlined. A weekly 
meeting of the grade teachers is held with jdiysloal director to discuss points 
of program. The year's program of the grades Included athletic games, correct­
ive physical education, hunting games, individual athletic events, mimetlcs, 
posture, relay races, rhythmical activities, story plays, and stunts.
The Havre school is providing financial assistance in providing two phy­
sical directors for summer months. A swimming pool is available, as well as 
apparatus on playgrounds. The seventh and eighth grades carry on a similar 
program with two teachers in charge. A well-equipped gymnasium Is provided
them.
TABLE YXmç
Routine Health Aotlvitlee 
Health Rurae
80.
Humber
Claasroon inapeetlons 
Pupil Inspected 
Pupils excluded
3371
4640
57
Contagion 
Other Disease
Pupils given First Aid 
Pupils referred to K. D.
Pupils referred to the Dentist 
Home Calls
Absentees investigated 
Health Supervision
Meetings attended 
Meetings held 
newspaper items
Offloe consultation and conferences 
Classroom Health Talks given
350
62
125
443
20
15
36
340
14
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Art In the Havre Schools
Systematic teaching of Art under supervision. In the Havre Schools, was 
first begun In 1931,
The ultimate aim has been the development of art habits of looking at 
every thing from both the utilitarian as well as the aesthetic standpoint { 
thus formula ting a basis for enjoyment and understanding of the work of others.
In the primary grades, pupils are given opportunity to get acquainted 
with many different kinds of material and of Investigating the possibilities 
of each in regard to his Immediate need.
Through different media the children have been encouraged In self-expres­
sion. for enjoynænt. for the purpose of telling his experiences and interpret­
ing his reaction to other school activities.
Problems have grown from the child’s needs and experiences. Technique 
was not imposed. When the need was felt and recognized as a means of facili­
tating expression, correction and correct technique is given.
Primary needs call for drawing, color, design, construction, modeling, 
lettering, picture appreciation and the simplest elements of perspective.
Media used: crayola. chalk, alabastlne. pencil, clay, cloth, wood, paper,
Criticism Carrie from the children first. This enlarged the field of 
expression understanding, and called for instruction in technique,
Jfaaaedlate aims were to free the image, to vdden experiences, to advance 
creative expression, to develop appreciation and to develop skills and habits.
83.
In the elementaiy grades art deals with problems ocBunon to all children. 
HerO| agaln̂  oerefiil analysis of the art ĝ nallty of each problem, and activity 
involved is challenged. The needs of the children determine the field of art, 
ln-a0«*much, as the present value to the children is the basis for educational 
growth.
Art appreciation has a definite place in the curriculum. Drawing, illus­
trating, and designing in correlation with reading, science, and activities 
of the school life exemplify the statement by John Deweyj "We learn by doing".
Art for enjoyment, for creative expression thru line, color, and a variety 
of media becomes Informational as well as utilitarian.
Each art problem in all grades has demanded an application of basic art 
principles and those principles are inculcated In the acquisition of knowledges 
skills, habits and attitudes.
The children leaving the elementary grades for the Junior High School are 
ready for experiences in various phases of art with a view to vocational guid­
ance.
Art in the Havre Junior High has followed the Progressive Education plan. 
The various art fields and possibilities, of the many phases of art in relation 
to home, civic enterprise, dress, utilities, commerical demand, and publicat­
ions, are surveyed v/ith the aim of discovering latent or (gilckened interests.
Art appreciation is tau^t, pictures of the great lîasters are studied and 
enjoyed.
Tempera, water color, paint of various kinds, wood, clay, cloth, plaster, 
looms, pencil, ink, brush, and oils are a number of media that are placed in
the hands of the Junior High student, for at this age his experience with a 
variety of media helps him to discover Interests, skills, and abilities.
84.
From this plan have oome pXaoques of plaster, carved and painted, wood 
carvings, wall hangings, murals, toy^ weaving, and a variety of pleasing and 
worth while results* Junior high students care less for drawing and painting. 
%ey want to create, to mike, and to enjoy tangible things. This gives them 
opportunity to develop *111, and to grow, and "to do better the more worth­
while things that they will do any way"*
In every activity instruction in design, in color, in application is 
given. Thru these activities, knowledges and appreciation for our art heritage, 
for our industrial workers, and for our every day problems, become more vital.
There has been a sure and steady growth and development in all art aotivi« 
ties. %6 art department has cooperated with school and comainity interests, 
in posters, stage decorations, and like needs.
Each spring an exhibit of work done during the year is held in the gym# 
nasium. The music department aids in making this evening one of aesthetlo 
enjoyment for the public, and for the schools.
Displays at local fairs have been an incentive to other schools in the
county.
Picture exhibits from the Practical Drawing Company and the Colonial Art 
Company have been a means of purchasing many beautiful pleutres on our school
room walls.
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These gPode school children make up a Saxtette band.
SUNNYSIDE
Another type of music in Tfhich the smaller children 
delight is the rhythm band.
il I I I  s  m  t
Here is part of the paiade held during the Music Festival
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Masle Education In the Havre Schools
It is generally agreed that the most Important single aim of public 
sohool music is tt̂  development of a love for, and appreolation of̂  good 
music* £&islo education should offer children enough Joy that they want to 
make imielc, enough technique that they can make music, and enough opportun» 
ity that they may make music. Havre schools offer a well-rounded program 
of music. A supervisor is ^ployed lt>r grades one to six, and a supervisor 
for the seventh and eighth grades, and the hi^ school vocal work. A full­
time teacher for the Instrumental work is eô >loyed.
Pr<m the first grade to the eighth all children have at least 75 minutes 
per week of music* Beside the regular vocal work the children have opportun­
ity to enter rhythmic bands in the first and second grade. A saxette band 
for the third and fourth grades la provided, idille the pupils of the fifth 
to eighth grades can enter band or orchestra. Each building is equipped with 
a piano for every four rooms. Two elamentaiy schools liave radios. Music is 
an integral pai«t of the life of every school. Through music classes and pro­
grams boys and girls are given an excellent opportunity to participate indi­
vidually and in groups in music activities. The groups are used to furnish 
music for Parent-Teachers or other Club meetings.
Provision should be made to provide group piano lessons to all elementary 
pupils. Music aptitude tests should be used to discover special talent.
Orchestras should be organized in the Devlin and McKinley schools.
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Look at the leader of this rhythm bandj
a.. ̂ J
These children are surely enjoying their part ij.i the Music Festival#
86.
CHAPm IZ 
Summary and Recommandations
One of the best mans to "know your school" Is to make a complete surrey. 
In making the surrey of the elementary schools the writer has made on effort 
to report the facts as they were found. It Is hoped that a better understand­
ing of the total provisions which are Included within the school, the facili­
ties which are lacking, and the Improvements which can be made, will be the 
result.
The surveys will also assist In a better understanding of the part of 
the business offices, the educational program and services offered to the 
cosgnunlty. The survey was made for the purpose of lm%)rovlng the present system.
By refunding the bonded Indebtedness of the district and securing a serial 
type bond on 10-year term, there would be a considerable saving to the district 
In Interest paid. During the last seven years the bondejd indebtedness has been 
reduced from #281,000 to $134,000. The district will be out of debt by 1946.
The census has been Increased from 2184 in 1989 to 2864 in 1936. In 1930 the 
district had $26,220 in registered warrants, and in 1936 shows a balance of 
#12,000. Since 1932 the district has been on a cash basis.
Insurance has been written on the five-year plan with equal amounts due 
each year. It is the 90^ oo-inauranoe plqn. Gas explosion insurance is carried
on all buildings usin,̂  gas as fuel.
Frooi the study of enrollment of each grade building, it Is shown that 
Sunny-side has fillM to capacity. This being a two-room building, designed 
to care for the growing section of the cl ty, it will have to be enlarged in 
the near future. Some 40 children attending the Lincoln and McKinley schools 
come from across the railroad tracks. It may bo necessary to provide a grade
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Wilding to o#r# for %hm ohlldron In that sootlon. It would leawoo the dmoger 
In orooalng, booaooo of tb# largo «aount of owltehlng In th# railroad yards.
TWohsrs in Bavre almntary sohoola hav# an avaraga of 6 3/3 yaara of 
training ahora th# high sciwol. Kii^taan taaohora bars four or more years 
above the hlg^ «ohool. In axperlanoe» ninotosn have had more than ten years 
tsaoning oxperienee, and five have taught in Havre sohools ten years or more. 
The svemga minimum salary in 15 Montana oltles ia #1150 which is the lowest 
salary paid Havre teachers. When one considers the cost of living and the 
training neeessaxy to become teachers » It is very little compensation. It is 
said the average maitreas receives $30 per week plus board and tips which is 
estimated at #130 a month or $1440 per year.
The proposed single salary sohcdule is a forward step in the riid̂ t direct* 
ion. It will encourage teachers to receive additional training and it will 
hold capable teachers.
The elementary pupils were above their grade, except the third, as shown 
by the Metropolitan Achievement Tests. The third was one su>nth below grade.
The testing of pre*scheol children for school readiness before entering 
the school shows eight per cent of pupils tested not ready for school. If 
these pupils would stay out of school until they have reached reading readi­
ness fewer failures should result.
The library of the elmentary schools contains 1049 reading books outside
of texts.
The work of the public health nurse is to be ccmmonded. It will help to
build up a better physical oonnunity.
The art and music woxt of the elementary school® is centered around child­
ren*® experiences. It should be encouraged.
90.
The eciploymant of a full*tiiie elerk Is to ho commended # It eentrallzes 
the administration of sehool in one office with the Superintendent as the 
head.
The organization of the Board of Xdueatlon in eliminating standing eom* 
nitteea o oof orme to the heat administrative praetioe.
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HeooBRaendatione
Ooncernlûg the administrâtion of the Havre echools, attention should 
be given to provide suitable business offices. In a school system that looks 
after the educational welfare of over 1000 grade children and spends approxi­
mately 180,000 of the taxpayers laon̂ , they should have adequate quarters.
The elementary city schools of Havre aitiAted in a farming area and de­
pending upon local taxes for its support will have cycles of good and poor 
years# Provision should be roade to build up a sufficient cash reserve to 
carry over so that tax delinquencies cannot cripple the educational program.
From a study of the trend in growth of population, which shows an in­
crease of 1000 every ten years, it will be necessary to constznict additional 
buildings. During the last ten years a four-room addition has been added to 
the Devlin school, and the Sunnyslde building and the new Junior High School 
has been erected. Provisions should be made for replacing the McKinley school#
In this day of improved artificial lif̂ tlng provisions should be made to 
install additional light in most of the grade buildings. The McKinley is 
extremely bad. Children should not be allowed to study where proper light 
eannot be obtained.
A greater effort should be made to integrate the art vork with other 
school subjects. More experiences of pupils should be made the basis of 
creative art found in classwork in social studies, language, science, and 
music.
Cfyrmasium facilities should be provided the grade schools. The Junior 
High School ia the only available gynnansium for the elmmntary schools.
There is a great need for dental services. Provision should be made 
to have the services of a dentist at least two hours a day.
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The tSentoax teste ahould he given to assist in determining the presence 
of tuborealosis*
Frorision should be made to assist b&ndicapped dbiildren by furnishing 
assistance for those not able to secure it.
Classroom teachers should carry the responsibility for the health 
activities of the school room*
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